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Elsie's Used Clothing 

"Secondhand Yet Unique"

The bright, yellow exterior of Elsie's Used Clothing makes this store

impossible to miss on Queen Street. Certain finds are hung outside to

beckon passers and they almost, always work! From dresses, skirts to

woolens, handbags, purses, accessories and more, Elsie's Used Clothing

has tonnes of items for your to choose from. The owner, Elsie is a

fashionista herself, and her vintage style reflects in the contents of the

store. Warm and welcoming, this place has a local charm which leaves an

impression on travelers. Try and locate the USD2 Bin, it's a treasure chest

for those on a tight budget.

 +1 902 425 2599  1530 Queen Street, Halifax NS

 by Associated Fabrication   

Lost and Found Store 

"The Vintage Collection"

Lost and Found Store is home to a collection of chic, vintage clothes.

Found here are handmade and handpicked outfits that bring back fashion

from previous ages. Take a walk through time with its collection of elegant

dresses, sweaters, shirts and trousers, that were possibly worn by

someone renowned. Mix, match and create your own trend, without

burning a hole in your wallet at this store.

 +1 902 446 5986  lostandfoundstore@gmail.com  2383 Agricola Street, Halifax NS

 by Public Domain   

Makenew Curated Thrift Shop 

"Elegance Epitomized"

One can hope to stumble upon unique items of clothing, accessories as

well as beauty essentials at Makenew Curated Thrift Shop. A venture of

talented fashion designer Anna Kristina Gilkerson, this store carries items

that are carefully picked up by Anna. The store has a minimal decor with

white-washed walls and spacious interiors that provide ease in navigation.

Take your time while browsing through the collection because there's so

much on offer here. This store also hosts a variety of pop-ups and fashion-

related events.

 +1 902 444 4120  www.makenewcollections.

com/

 curatedthrift@gmail.com  2468 Agricola Street, Halifax

NS
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